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The Prison Policy Initiative1 strongly supports S. 2030, a bill that would place a 5-year 
moratorium on building new—or expanding existing—jails or prisons in Massachusetts. With 
Massachusetts having the lowest rates of incarceration in the United States,2 and the ability to 
reduce these numbers even further through the 2018 criminal justice reforms and by 
implementing or continuing other common-sense reforms, the Prison Policy Initiative believes 
that a 5-year moratorium will give the state the opportunity to better explore, resource, and 
implement alternatives to incarceration, which will also have the benefit of reducing the harms 
caused by incarceration.3  
 
I.      Massachusetts Ranks Last in Incarceration Rates Among U.S. States, But Has One of 

the Highest Prison Budgets 
 
While Massachusetts has a high incarceration rate compared to many countries, Massachusetts 
has the lowest incarceration rate in the United States4 and its overall jail and prison population 
has steadily declined in recent years.5 Despite these facts, the state has one of the highest prison 
budgets in the country.6  
 
II.     A 5-Year Moratorium Would Provide the Opportunity to Advance Reforms to 

Further Reduce the Number of People Incarcerated in Massachusetts  
 
S. 2030 would allow Massachusetts to adopt policies and practices to further reduce its 
incarceration rates.  
 
First, a 5-year moratorium would allow the criminal justice reforms Massachusetts passed in 
2018 to be more fully realized. These reforms—which include expanded opportunities for 
diversion, bail reform and the creation of a pretrial services initiative, community-based 
sentences for parents, the elimination of mandatory minimums for certain drug offenses, and the 
adoption of medical release—will help reduce the numbers of people incarcerated in the state.7  
 
Second, rather than investing in incarceration, additional reforms to reduce the number of people 
incarcerated in Massachusetts can and should be implemented. Our report, Does our county 
really need a bigger jail?, provides considerations and policy recommendations to reduce jail 
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populations.8 We urge the Joint Committee to review this report (attached hereto) and for the 
Massachusetts legislature to consider how it can act on its own or incentivize local 
decisionmakers to develop additional reforms to drive incarceration numbers down. Such 
reforms could include:  
 

 expanding the use of citations in lieu of arrests;  
 reducing the number of people in Massachusetts that are incarcerated for misdemeanors 

and low-level offenses;  
 ending the rental of jail space to other authorities;9  
 ending incarceration for technical violations of probation and parole;10 and 
 reducing the number of people who are incarcerated pretrial.11 

 
Furthermore, practices that were adopted during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic—
including granting release to some people in prison, making fewer arrests on charges that could 
result in incarceration, as well as releasing people held pretrial or for technical violations of 
probation and parole—proved effective in reducing incarceration numbers.12 However, these 
practices have seemingly been reversed, as incarceration rates have once again increased.13   
Reinstituting these measures on a permanent basis would let the state use tried-and-true methods 
to safely reduce its incarceration rates.  
 
III.   The Harms Associated with Incarceration are Well-Known and the State Should 

Support Efforts to Prevent those Harms 
 
Contrary to popular belief, higher rates of incarceration fail to improve public safety14 and cause 
serious harm. By passing S. 2030, Massachusetts would be taking an important step forward in 
putting people first and working to address the numerous and well-documented harms of 
incarceration—harms that are experienced by those who are or were incarcerated, their families, 
and their communities.  
 
The harms of incarceration are widespread, impacting social and economic rights. For example, 
incarceration is associated with homelessness,15 loss of wealth,16 lower levels of educational 
attainment,17 and unemployment.18 Incarceration can also have severe and lasting consequences 
for mental19 and physical health: It is associated with a shorter life expectancy for those who 
experience incarceration,20 their families,21 and their communities.22   
 
By passing S. 2030 and implementing a moratorium on jail and prison construction, 
Massachusetts would be taking a critical step in rethinking the current practice of incarceration 
and in reducing the harms that it creates.  
 
We urge the committee to give a favorable report to this bill.  
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Does our county really need a bigger jail?
A guide for avoiding unnecessary jail expansion

By Alexi Jones   
May 2019 
Press release  

As jail populations have skyrocketed over the past three decades, jails around the country
have become dangerously overcrowded. The reflexive response is often to start the long,
expensive process of building a larger jail. However, this report provides a roadmap to easier,
quicker, cheaper, and more just solutions to jail overcrowding. It is organized around a series
of questions that local decisionmakers should be asking and then lays out a detailed briefing
on best practices for reducing jail overcrowding.

Part 1: Questions to ask
law enforcement, the judiciary, and

jail expansion advocates
These questions are designed to help local decisionmakers determine how many people in
their county’s jail are needlessly incarcerated, and whether the county has taken steps to
reduce this number in order to avoid jail expansion. 1  They are also meant to ensure the
county has a full grasp of how much building a new jail will cost the community. Counties
should not build a larger jail without getting answers from county sheriff departments,
prosecutor offices, and jail administrators.

Is the county holding too many people in jail pretrial?

Nationally, the majority of people detained
in jail are awaiting trial and are legally
presumed innocent. Many people detained
pretrial pose no public safety or flight risk
but are incarcerated simply because they
cannot afford cash bail. Recognizing this
injustice, some counties around the
country are reforming their pretrial release
systems to prevent unnecessary pretrial
detention. To judge whether pretrial
detention should be reduced in the county,
decisionmakers should ask:

https://www.prisonpolicy.org/alumns.html%23t_Alexi_Jones
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2019/05/06/jail-expansion-report/
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/incomejails.html
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On a typical day, how many people are confined in our jail who have not been
convicted?
Have the police been instructed to expand their use of citations instead of making
arrests the default response? How does our county’s use of citations compare to that of
other counties that have managed to avoid expanding their jails?
Does our county take an individual’s ability to pay into account when setting bail?
Does our county use non-monetary bail, such as personal recognizance or unsecured
bonds, as an alternative to money bail? How often is non-monetary bail used?
How many people held pretrial have been arrested but not yet had a preliminary
hearing?
Has our county fully explored options that would get defendants before a judge — and
hopefully released — more quickly? For instance, does our county have case monitors
to continuously review which people coming into the jail could have their cases
expedited?
What guidelines or tools do judges use to determine which defendants are likely to
appear in court and make it through the pretrial process without a new arrest — and
should therefore remain in the community?
Does our county offer pretrial services, such as court date notification services, to help
people released pretrial make their court date?

Is the county incarcerating people because they cannot afford to pay
fines and fees?

People who come in contact with the criminal justice system are disproportionately low-
income, yet are often charged fines and administrative fees that can add up to thousands of
dollars. Those who cannot afford to pay are often punished with incarceration, despite the
fact that the Supreme Court has ruled debtors’ prisons unconstitutional. 2  To determine
whether fees and fines are fueling incarceration in the county, decisionmakers should ask:

How many people in our county are incarcerated because they cannot afford to pay
fines and fees?
How many warrants are issued and executed on the basis of a “failure to pay” or
“failure to appear” at a proceeding related to fines and fees?
Does our county take into account an individual’s ability to pay when imposing fees
and fines?
Does our county have payment plans, community service in lieu of payment, and
exemption waivers available for poor defendants? How difficult are these alternatives
to access and how often are they used?

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/page/files/1215_cea_fine_fee_bail_issue_brief.pdf
http://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/Fees%20and%20Fines%20FINAL.pdf
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Is the county incarcerating people with substance use and mental
health disorders who should be treated in the community?

In the United States, people incarcerated in jails are five times more likely than the general
population to have a serious mental illness, 3  and 68% of the jail population meets medical
standards for having a diagnosable substance abuse disorder. However, the majority of them
do not receive appropriate treatment. 4  The best solution is to invest in programs that divert
people with mental illness and substance use disorder out of jail and into appropriate
treatment in their communities. To determine how many people with mental illness and
substance use disorder are incarcerated in the county, and whether the county has taken steps
to reduce this number, local decisionmakers should ask:

How many people in our jail have
mental health or substance use
disorders?
Has our county explored starting or
expanding community-based
treatment programs to reduce the
likelihood that people with
substance use or mental health
problems will be arrested?
Does our county have specialized
policing responses, such as crisis
intervention teams (CITs) and
police-mental health co-responder
teams, that are designed to help link
people with mental health and
substance use treatment without
arrest?
What specialized “diversion” courts,
such as drug, mental health, and
veterans’ courts, is our county using
to divert people into more effective
treatments than jail? Is the treatment
offered through this court evidence-
based, such as Medication-Assisted
Treatment (MAT)? Is it free and accessible to all?

Is the county overincarcerating people convicted of misdemeanors
and low-level offenses?

Even for people who have been convicted, incarceration may not be an appropriate solution.
The majority of people in jail who have been convicted are incarcerated for nonviolent
offenses, and could be better served in the community rather than in jail. To determine the

https://www.ncjrs.gov/App/Publications/abstract.aspx?ID=209588
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/pie2019.html
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extent that misdemeanors and low-level offenses contribute to the county’s jail
overcrowding, decisionmakers should ask:

How many people in our jail have been convicted of non-violent misdemeanors and
low-level offenses?
Does our county offer jail diversion programs for people convicted of misdemeanors
and low-level offenses? Are these programs affordable and accessible to all?
Does our county have case monitors that continually review people coming into the
jail to identify those who could be diverted?
Has our county increased its use of diversion programs in order to reduce jail
overcrowding?
What is the average sentence length for people incarcerated in our county’s jail? How
does this compare to counties that have reduced their jail populations?

Is the county using its limited jail space to hold people for other
authorities?

As of 2013, 84 percent of jails held some people, either pretrial or sentenced, for other
county jails, state prisons, or federal authorities like the Federal Marshals, the Bureau of
Prisons, or Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). To determine whether ending
contracts with other authorities would reduce overcrowding in the local jail, decisionmakers
should ask:

How many people in our county jail are being held for other authorities, such as other
counties, state prisons, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), or the U.S.
Marshals?
Has the county stopped renting jail beds to other authorities in order to avoid
expanding its jail?
How many people in our county jail have been sentenced and are awaiting transfer to
state prison?

https://storage.googleapis.com/vera-web-assets/downloads/Publications/out-of-sight-growth-of-jails-rural-america/legacy_downloads/out-of-sight-growth-of-jails-rural-america.pdf
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Figure 5. In 25 states, one out of every ten people in jail is actually being held for state or federal authorities.
Data is not available for Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware, Hawaii, Rhode Island, and Vermont, which do not
have separate jail systems. The data behind this graph is available here.

Does the jail hold a lot of people for minor parole and probation
violations?

Many people are in jail for violations of their probation or parole. Frequently, these are
technical violations, which are violations of probation and parole rules that are not criminal
offenses, but can still result in incarceration. For example, someone on probation or parole
can be sent to jail or prison for failing to report for a scheduled office visit, missing curfew,
failing to obtain employment or attend school, or testing positive for drugs or alcohol.
County probation, state probation, and state parole offices should prioritize helping people
succeed in the community rather than returning people to incarceration. To determine
whether minor probation and parole violations are contributing to jail overcrowding, local
decisionmakers should ask:

How many people in our county jail are being held for technical violations of
probation and parole?
Does our county cap how long people can be incarcerated for parole and probation
violations?
How often are sanctions other than jail time used to address parole and probation
violations? Does our probation office use a system of graduated sanctions that allow
jail only as a last resort?

How much will building the new jail really cost the county?

Jails often cost far more than communities anticipate. Constructing a new jail often costs the
county tens of millions of dollars. It also diverts a large portion of the county’s budget,
preventing them from investing in education, drug treatment, affordable housing, and other

https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/jailsovertime_table_2.html
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services that could reduce crime and incarceration. To determine how much building a new
jail will cost the county and its residents, local decisionmakers should ask:

How much is the new jail estimated to cost our county? Does that figure include the
cost of constructing the new jail, the cost of the debt service on the loan, and the
annual costs of operating the jail?
How will the annual costs of operating the new jail compare to the cost of operating
the current jail? Does the new operating cost include the cost of hiring and paying
salaries to additional guards and supervisory staff?
Will this construction require any tax increases for county residents?
If it does not require tax increases, what services or programming is our county
planning on cutting to fund the jail expansion?
What other county agencies (such as the county’s public health or education agencies)
will have increased costs (healthcare and education programs for incarcerated people)
because of jail expansion? How much do you estimate their costs will increase per
year?
Do official cost estimates take into account the collateral costs of incarceration on
people, families, and communities, including loss of wages and jobs, adverse health
impacts, increased child welfare costs, and the costs to stay in touch with loved ones?

Part 2: Best practices for reducing
jail overcrowding

This section details six practices counties can use to reduce jail overcrowding, examples of
jurisdictions that have used these practices to lower their incarceration rates, and additional
resources on each practice. Each of the practices laid out in this section can be effective
independent of the others. However, for the maximum effect, we recommend using all of
these strategies.

It’s worth noting that many of the best practices discussed in this report use examples from
large urban counties, and there are important differences between these counties and the rural
counties where jail growth is now concentrated. However, rural counties can benefit from the
experiences of larger jurisdictions that have assumed the much of the early risk of these
innovations and reforms and can find ways to adapt those lessons in the rural communities
where it is now most urgently needed.

Reforming pretrial detention

Nationally, 76% of people held by local jails are not convicted of a crime and are legally
presumed innocent. While some people are incarcerated because they pose a significant
safety or non-appearance risk, many are there simply because they cannot afford to pay cash
bail. This creates a two-tiered justice system in which people who have enough money to

https://static.prisonpolicy.org/scans/iajre/the_economic_burden_of_incarceration_in_the_us.pdf
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/pie2019.html
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/incomejails.html
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pay cash bail are released, while poor Americans are forced to remain in jail as their case
moves through the system. There are also significant racial disparities in pretrial detention,
as Black and Hispanic individuals accused of crimes are more likely to be detained pretrial
compared to similarly situated white individuals.

Pretrial detention can have devastating
impacts on individuals, families, and
communities. Even a few days in jail can
drastically interfere with people’s
employment, housing, healthcare, and
child custody, and research suggests that
even brief jail stays (particularly for low-
risk defendants) can increase an
individual’s chance of committing a future
crime. 5  Pretrial detention is also
extremely expensive for counties.
Together, local communities spend at least
$14 billion every year to detain people who have not been convicted.

As more states and counties move away from unnecessary pretrial detention, research has
demonstrated that reforming pretrial detention does not lead to an increase in crime rates,
recidivism, or failures to appear in court. 6  Counties have implemented the following
reforms to reduce their pretrial detention populations:

Issuing citations in lieu of arrests: In order to reduce the number of arrests that lead
to jail bookings, police can issue citations to people instead of arresting them, which
allows defendants to wait for their court date at home without having to go to jail or
post money bail.
Taking into account an individual’s ability to pay when setting bail: Counties
should require that judges only set bail in amounts that defendants can afford to pay.
Courts around the country have ruled it unconstitutional to set bail without considering
the defendant’s ability to pay, and that when a court detains someone pretrial on
unaffordable bail, it must meet the same standards of scrutiny as it would with a
preventative detention order. Failure to take ability to pay into account has led to
costly litigation in Harris County, TX; Randolph County, AL; Cook County, IL;
Lafayette Parish, LA; and other jurisdictions.
Releasing people on recognizance: Releasing someone on recognizance is a non-
financial form of bail in which someone is released with the promise that they will
attend all required judicial proceedings and that they will not engage in illegal activity
or other prohibited conduct as set by the court.
Using unsecured bonds: Unsecured bonds allow defendants to be released pretrial
without paying any money unless they do not appear for court. Research indicates that
unsecured bonds are as effective at achieving public safety and court appearance as
money bail and much more effective at freeing up jail beds.
Offering pretrial services: Counties should adopt evidence-based pretrial services to
ensure that people released make their court appearances. For example, court date
notification messages are a cost-effective way to increase court appearances. However,

https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/sp.2004.51.2.222?seq=1%23page_scan_tab_contents
https://digitalcommons.law.uga.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2148&context=fac_artchop
https://craftmediabucket.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/PDFs/LJAF_Report_hidden-costs_FNL.pdf
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/money.html
https://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/article/Court-says-California-violates-rights-of-poor-13519082.php?utm_source=The+Appeal&utm_campaign=de6a5dc6fa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_08_09_04_14_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_72df992d84-de6a5dc6fa-58420627
https://www.dallasnews.com/news/courts/2018/09/20/federal-court-orders-dallas-county-make-individual-assessments-before-setting-bail
https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/ca5/18-20466/18-20466-2018-08-14.html
https://harvardlawreview.org/2018/03/brangan-v-commonwealth/
https://www.civilrightscorps.org/work/wealth-based-detention
https://storage.googleapis.com/vera-web-assets/downloads/Publications/against-the-odds-bail-reform-new-york-city-criminal-courts/legacy_downloads/Against_the_Odds_Bail_report_FINAL3.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20191119153431/https://www.ncsc.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/PJCC/PJCC%20Brief%2010%20Sept%202017%20Court%20Date%20Notification%20Systems.ashx
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pretrial services should be minimally restrictive. For example, electronic monitoring
and regularly meeting with a pretrial officer can interfere with people’s ability to
succeed in the community and have not been shown to improve pretrial outcomes. All
costs of pretrial supervision should be borne by the county, not the individual.
Being cautious of validated risk assessments: A pretrial risk assessment is an
algorithm that is intended to determine the likelihood that a person, if released, will
show up for court and not engage in criminal activity during the pretrial period. Unlike
many of the proposals in this briefing, risk assessments are controversial. Most
criminal justice reform organizations now agree that risk assessments can actually lead
to worse outcomes, and other strategies are more effective for reducing pretrial
populations. Not only can risk assessments perpetuate or exacerbate racial disparities
in our criminal justice system, but recent studies have also called into question how
reliable risk assessments’ predictions are and whether using them necessarily
decreases pretrial detention. Therefore, if using a pretrial risk assessment, counties
should exercise extreme caution. 7

Reforming pretrial detention has allowed counties to dramatically reduce their jail
populations:

Over the past two decades, Washington, DC has virtually eliminated cash bail and has
implemented a robust pretrial services program. Its Pretrial Services Agency evaluates
the risk for all people booked and recommends appropriate services and supervision
levels for all who are released. The majority of people are released on personal
recognizance with no supervision. Even though only 9% of people arrested are
detained pretrial, DC has maintained high appearance rates (89%) and has not
compromised public safety (99% of people released are not rearrested pretrial for a
violent crime). 8

After voters in Johnson County (Iowa
City), Iowa, rejected jail expansion
proposals in 2012 and 2013, the county
addressed jail overcrowding by
reducing their use of pretrial detention
and implementing other reforms. The
jail, law enforcement, prosecutors, and
judges worked together to ensure that
people who were low-risk were not
needlessly incarcerated pretrial, by
increasing the number of people
released on their own recognizance. As
a result, the jail’s average daily population dropped by 44% (from 160 people to 89
people) between 2011 and 2017, which saved the county nearly $500,000 in 2016
alone.

http://bds.org/wp-content/uploads/Bail-Reform-Letter.pdf
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3016088
http://civilrightsdocs.info/pdf/criminal-justice/Pretrial-Risk-Assessment-Full.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/when-it-comes-to-pretrial-release-few-other-jurisdictions-do-it-dcs-way/2016/07/04/8eb52134-e7d3-11e5-b0fd-073d5930a7b7_story.html?utm_term=.22d561fd7f79
https://web.archive.org/web/20190507201634/https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/NCJA/c3320104-776e-4e0e-b687-4ffa1fd54e8c/UploadedImages/National%20Forum/2017%20Forum/fanno-burdeen-where-pretrial-improvements-2017.pdf
https://www.thegazette.com/subject/news/politics/johnson-county-courthouse-and-jail-dominate-2-races-20140517
https://jcjusticecenter.com/resources/jail-alternatives/
https://www.thegazette.com/subject/news/public-safety/average-daily-johnson-county-jail-population-drops-below-100-20170405
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People end up saddled with thousands
of dollars of criminal justice debt that
they have no hope of paying off.

For more information on reforming pretrial detention:

Bail Reform: A Guide for State and Local Policymakers
<http://cjpp.law.harvard.edu/assets/BailReform_WEB.pdf> (Harvard Law School’s Criminal Justice
Policy Program)
A New Vision for Pretrial Justice in the United States
<https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/field_document/aclu_pretrial_reform_toplines_positions_report.pdf>
(ACLU)
What’s Happening in Pretrial Justice?
<https://web.archive.org/web/20190507201634/https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/NCJA/c3320104-
776e-4e0e-b687-4ffa1fd54e8c/UploadedImages/National%20Forum/2017%20Forum/fanno-
burdeen-where-pretrial-improvements-2017.pdf> (Pretrial Justice Institute)
Pretrial Services Program Implementation: A Starter Kit, <http://greenegovernment.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/06/Pretrial-Services-Starter-Kit-PJI-2010.pdf> (Pretrial Justice Institute)
The Use of Pretrial “Risk Assessment” Instruments: A Shared Statement of Civil Rights Concerns
<http://civilrightsdocs.info/pdf/criminal-justice/Pretrial-Risk-Assessment-Full.pdf> (Leadership
Conference on Civil and Human Rights)

Reforming how counties issue fees and fines to ensure low-income
people are not being punished for being poor

People who come in contact with our criminal justice system are disproportionately poor, but
are often charged fines and fees that are impossible for them to pay. People are charged fines
as sanctions for anything from municipal or traffic violations to felony cases. On top of fines,
people are often charged numerous fees as they move through the court and criminal justice
system, including pre-sentence report fees, public defender fees, fees for electronic
monitoring, pay-to-stay fees, supervision fees, and more. When fines and fees are issued,
people’s ability to pay is rarely taken into account. As a result, people, especially people of
color, 9  can end up saddled with thousands of dollars of criminal justice debt that they have
no hope of paying off.

When people are not able to pay off their
criminal justice debt, they are subject to even
more sanctions. These include additional fines
and fees, interest, driver’s license suspension,
extension of supervision, and even
incarceration. In some jurisdictions, as many as 20% of people in local jails are incarcerated
because they could not afford to pay court-imposed fines and fees.

Counties should stop incarcerating people for their inability to pay fines and fees and
should implement the following reforms:

Holding hearings to assess an individual’s ability to pay when setting fines and fees
Offering payment plans, at no additional cost
Eliminating interest and unnecessary late fees
Giving people the option of completing community service in lieu of payment

http://cjpp.law.harvard.edu/assets/BailReform_WEB.pdf
https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/field_document/aclu_pretrial_reform_toplines_positions_report.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20190507201634/https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/NCJA/c3320104-776e-4e0e-b687-4ffa1fd54e8c/UploadedImages/National%20Forum/2017%20Forum/fanno-burdeen-where-pretrial-improvements-2017.pdf
http://greenegovernment.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Pretrial-Services-Starter-Kit-PJI-2010.pdf
http://civilrightsdocs.info/pdf/criminal-justice/Pretrial-Risk-Assessment-Full.pdf
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/income.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20190727120856/https://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2008/04/2008-RI-CourtDebt.pdf
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Offering fee waivers to the indigent

Counties must also ensure that they do not issue sanctions that limit people’s ability to work
or earn money and thereby pay off their fees, such as driver’s license suspension.

Some states and counties have taken steps to limit the number of people incarcerated for
unpaid court-related debt, which has allowed them to decrease their jail populations and
dedicate resources to protecting public safety, rather than incarcerating the poor. For
example:

In 2017, the Texas legislature passed a
law that requires judges to “determine a
defendant’s ability to pay fines and
costs at sentencing, allows judges to
waive or reduce fines and fees, and
provides for sentencing alternatives
when the defendant is unable to pay
fines and fees, and it limits arrests and
incarceration for inability to pay fines
and fees.” As a result of this
legislation, the number of people
incarcerated for failure to pay fines
declined by 26% and 300,000 fewer
arrest warrants were issued for failure
to pay fines and fees. 10

In 2010, Leon County (Tallahassee), Florida prohibited jail time for unpaid fees. It
closed its collections court and terminated approximately 8,000 outstanding arrest
warrants for nonpayment. As a result, the county arrested an estimated 800 fewer
people per year for criminal justice debt, which would account for 20,000 hours of jail
time.

For more information on fees and fines justice, see:

Confronting Criminal Justice Debt: A Guide for Policy Reform
<http://cjpp.law.harvard.edu/assets/Confronting-Crim-Justice-Debt-Guide-to-Policy-Reform-
FINAL.pdf> (Harvard Law School’s Criminal Justice Policy Program)
Criminal Justice Debt: A Toolkit for Action
<http://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/publications/Criminal%20Justice%20Debt%20Background%
(Brennan Center for Justice)
Trends in State Courts Fines, Fees, and Bail Practices: Challenges and Opportunities
<https://university.pretrial.org/HigherLogic/System/DownloadDocumentFile.ashx?
DocumentFileKey=c57ddfce-566b-bfdf-ec3a-04fe4ee55869>(National Center for State Courts)

Ensuring people with mental health and substance use disorders are
treated, not incarcerated

https://www.justice4all.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Driven-by-Dollars.pdf
https://finesandfeesjusticecenter.org/articles/texas-sb-1913-fines-fees/
https://edinburgpolitics.com/2018/09/07/law-protect-texans-minor-traffic-tickets-fewer-arrest-warrants/
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/page/files/1215_cea_fine_fee_bail_issue_brief.pdf
http://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/Justice/FloridaF&F.pdf
http://cjpp.law.harvard.edu/assets/Confronting-Crim-Justice-Debt-Guide-to-Policy-Reform-FINAL.pdf
http://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/publications/Criminal%20Justice%20Debt%20Background%20for%20web.pdf
https://university.pretrial.org/HigherLogic/System/DownloadDocumentFile.ashx?DocumentFileKey=c57ddfce-566b-bfdf-ec3a-04fe4ee55869
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2 million people with mental illness are
booked into jails each year.

It is estimated that 2 million people with mental illness are booked into jails each year.
Nationally, about 15% of men and 31% of women in jails have a serious mental illness
compared to 3% and 5% percent in the general population. And about 68% of the jail
population meets medical standards for having a diagnosable substance use disorder.

Despite the high rates of mental health and
substance use disorders, jails rarely have
adequate resources available, nor are they the
appropriate places, to treat people with mental
health and substance use disorders. This can have devastating consequences. Research has
shown that in the two weeks after their release, recently incarcerated people are 40 times
more likely to die from an overdose than the general population.

Instead of incarcerating people with mental health and substance use disorders, counties
should invest in a public health approach. First and foremost, counties should ensure that
everyone in the community has access to evidence-based substance use treatment and mental
health care, which can prevent criminal justice involvement in the first place. Research has
demonstrated that access to substance use treatment can reduce both violent and financially
motivated crimes in a community. Moreover, investing in substance use treatment is
estimated to yield a $12 return for every $1 spent, as it reduces future crime, costly
incarceration, and lowers health care expenses.

Secondly, counties should implement the following reforms to divert those who do come in
contact with the criminal justice system:

Crisis intervention teams: Crisis intervention team (CIT) programs are police-based
pre-arrest crisis intervention programs designed to divert people with mental illnesses
from the criminal justice system to appropriate treatment. Under this model, a select
group of police officers receive intensive, special mental health training (which
includes information on signs and symptoms of mental illnesses, treatment, de-
escalation techniques, etc.). This training helps police respond appropriately to mental
health crisis situations and divert people with mental health disorders to treatment and
services rather than jail. Although originally designed for urban counties, crisis
interventions can also work in rural counties.
Police-mental health co-responder teams: Under this model, mental health
professionals assist the police during police interactions with people experiencing
mental health crisis. This model helps law enforcement de-escalate the situation, avoid
arrest, and link people with mental health disorders to appropriate treatment and
services. Both CIT programs and police-mental health co-responder teams are
especially valuable tools for reducing jail overcrowding in counties where prosecutors
are not reform-minded.
Establish mental health and drug courts that function as alternative to, rather
than a precursor to incarceration: Counties should establish specialized problem-
solving courts for people with mental health disorders or substance use disorders that
serve as true alternatives to incarceration. In these specialized courts, multidisciplinary
teams, including judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, social workers and treatment
service professionals, work together to help people into treatment and connect them

https://ps.psychiatryonline.org/doi/pdf/10.1176/ps.2009.60.6.761
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19487344
https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/mental-illness.shtml
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/sdatji02.pdf
https://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/abs/10.2105/AJPH.2018.304514?journalCode=ajph
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0047272717301445
https://www.nber.org/papers/w22610.pdf
https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/principles-drug-addiction-treatment-research-based-guide-third-edition/frequently-asked-questions/drug-addiction-treatment-worth-its-cost
https://www.naco.org/articles/mental-health-crisis-intervention-training-teams-form-sw-virginia-hailed-rural-model
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with services. Since the diversion moves people out of the criminal justice system,
participation should not saddle participants with a criminal conviction, which make it
harder for them to find employment, housing, and get access to government services. 

Unfortunately, many mental health and drug courts set participants up to fail, and
therefore function more as drivers of incarceration than as alternatives to it. For
example, the medical gold standard for opioid dependence treatment is medication-
assisted treatment. However, half of drug courts do not offer medication-assisted
treatment. Furthermore, although the medical community understands that relapse is
often a normal part of recovery, many drug courts require abstinence and punish
relapse with incarceration. In order to be effective, drug courts and mental health
courts must offer evidence-based treatment in line with medical best practices.  

Establishing these programs can be more difficult in smaller communities. However, rural
counties with limited behavioral health services should consider developing partnerships
with neighboring counties, which can provide opportunities to share services, resources, and
funding for treatment.

Counties and states around the country have implemented programs to avoid jailing people
with mental health or substance use disorders:

In 2011, Seattle developed a Law
Enforcement Assisted Diversion
(LEAD) Program, in which law
enforcement connects people suspected
of low-level drug and prostitution
offenses directly to treatment and
services, rather than prosecution and
incarceration. Researchers found that
LEAD participants were 60% less
likely to be arrested in the six months
following their entry into the program,
and were both 58% less likely to be
arrested and 39% less likely to be
charged with a felony over the
following five years.
In 2000, Miami-Dade County (Miami), Florida, started the Miami-Dade Mental Health
Program, a diversion program for people with mental illnesses that has been hailed as
a national model for decriminalizing mental illness. The program links people with
mental illness who come into contact with the criminal justice system with treatment
and services. The program consists of Crisis Intervention Teams (CIT) for pre-booking
diversion as well as a post-booking diversion program for people awaiting
adjudication. Since the Criminal Mental Health Project began, the daily jail population
in Miami-Dade County has dropped from 7,200 to 4,000, one jail facility has been
closed, and fatal shootings and injuries of mentally ill people by police officers have
dropped dramatically. This has saved the county millions of dollars each year.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25747920
https://web.archive.org/web/20190807232819/https://store.samhsa.gov/system/files/sma14-4852.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3602216/
https://www.naco.org/sites/default/files/documents/Reducing%20Mental%20Illness%20in%20Rural%20Jails_FINAL.pdf
https://www.naco.org/articles/mental-health-crisis-intervention-training-teams-form-sw-virginia-hailed-rural-model
https://www.naco.org/sites/default/files/documents/SU-case%20studies_MINN%20COUNTIES_FINAL_0.pdf
http://leadkingcounty.org/about/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316863460_Seattle's_Law_Enforcement_Assisted_Diversion_LEAD_Program_Effects_on_Recidivism_Outcomes
https://www.jud11.flcourts.org/Criminal-Mental-Health-Project
https://www.governing.com/topics/public-justice-safety/gov-miami-mental-health-jail.html
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1602959
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/health-care/article79004057.html
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Over the past 16 years, several towns in Massachusetts have implemented Pre-Arrest
Co-Responder Jail Diversion Programs. Since 2003, 2,445 individuals have been
diverted from arrest as a result of this program by co-responding clinicians, which has
resulted in estimated cost savings of $4,890,000.

For more on mental health and substance use diversion, see:

University of Memphis, CIT Program <http://www.cit.memphis.edu/>
Sheriffs Addressing the Mental Health Crisis in the Community and in the Jails
<https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/Publications/cops-w0869-pub.pdf> (Community Oriented Policing
Services)
A Guide to Implementing Police-Based Diversion Programs for People with Mental Illness
<http://www.pacenterofexcellence.pitt.edu/documents/A%20Guide%20to%20Implementing%20Police-
Based%20Diversion%20Programs.pdf> (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration)
A Technical Assistance Guide For Drug Court Judges on Drug Court Treatment Services
<https://www.american.edu/spa/jpo/initiatives/drug-court/upload/A-Technical-Assistance-Guide-for-
Drug-Court-Judges-on-Drug-Court-Treatment-Services.pdf> (Bureau of Justice Assistance Drug
Court Technical Assistance Project)

Creating alternatives to incarceration for people convicted of
misdemeanors and low-level offenses

Even for people who have been convicted, incarceration may not be an appropriate response.
Three-quarters of people in jail who have been convicted are incarcerated for nonviolent
offenses. For people convicted of such low-level crimes, incarceration is tremendously
counterproductive: It cuts them off from people and programs that could help them turn their
lives around while yielding virtually no benefits to public safety.

Counties can reduce the number of people with misdemeanor convictions in local jails by:

Reducing the number of jailable offenses: States and counties can reduce their jail
populations by reducing the number of jailable offenses, thus reserving jail only for
people who pose a demonstrable threat to public safety. For example, states and
counties can make some offenses civil matters, and re-classify others as non-jailable
offenses. If state law does not allow a county to reclassify offenses, the county should
lobby the state to do it.
Encouraging prosecutors to be less punitive: District attorneys have a lot of
discretion in whom they choose to prosecute and what charges they bring, giving them
enormous power to reduce jail populations if they are reform-minded. Prosecutors can
decline to prosecute minor, low level offenses and instead pursue non-carceral
sanctions in order to reduce jail populations.
Encouraging judges to give shorter sentences: Shortening sentences is a key tool for
reducing jail populations.

https://www.advocates.org/sites/default/files/docs/advocatesjdp_onepager-final.pdf
http://www.cit.memphis.edu/
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/Publications/cops-w0869-pub.pdf
http://www.pacenterofexcellence.pitt.edu/documents/A%20Guide%20to%20Implementing%20Police-Based%20Diversion%20Programs.pdf
https://www.american.edu/spa/jpo/initiatives/drug-court/upload/A-Technical-Assistance-Guide-for-Drug-Court-Judges-on-Drug-Court-Treatment-Services.pdf
https://static.prisonpolicy.org/images/pie2019_jail_detail.png
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Diversion programs and alternatives to incarceration: Police, prosecutors, and
judges should be encouraged to connect people with diversion programs that seek to
address the underlying cause of the offense, rather than pursuing jail time. For
example, alternatives to incarceration could provide vocational training, literacy and
educational support, counseling, mentoring, or residential and outpatient mental health
and substance use treatment. Research has demonstrated that diversion programs can
dramatically cut reoffending rates and improve employment outcomes compared to
incarceration. Counties should ensure that diversion programs are free and accessible
and that the programs allow people to avoid the collateral consequences of a criminal
conviction. If necessary, rural counties with limited resources should consider
collaborating with neighboring counties to fund and create evidence-based diversion
programs.
Sentencing people to probation in lieu of incarceration: Probation, by design, is an
important alternative to incarceration. In cases where incarceration is the only practical
alternative, probation should be used to minimize the broad social and economic
harms of incarceration. But counties should be wary of using probation as a knee-jerk
response to low-level offenses (it’s been used for things as minor as nonpayment of
fines). When used, probation should be minimally restrictive, not fee-based,
individualized, and short in length.

For example:

In 2018, the Manhattan District Attorney decided to decline prosecuting public
transportation fare evasion if there are no threats to public safety. Instead, people
caught evading fares may be warned, ejected, connected with social services, issued a
civil ticket, or issued a criminal ticket. As a result, the number of fare evasion
prosecutions declined by 96% in the first year alone.
In St. Louis, Missouri, the District Attorney announced that prosecutors will no longer
pursue charges for most low-level marijuana offenses. Prior to this announcement,
lower-level marijuana crimes made up about 20 percent of the prosecution docket.
As discussed above, Seattle, Miami-Dade County, and several towns in Massachusetts
have implemented diversion programs specifically designed for people with mental
health and substance abuse disorders.

For more information on alternatives to incarceration:

Unlocking the Black Box of Prosecution <https://www.vera.org/unlocking-the-black-box-of-
prosecution/for-prosecutors> (Vera Institute of Justice)
Promising Practices in Prosecutor-Led Diversion <https://fairandjustprosecution.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/09/FJPBrief.Diversion.9.26.pdf> (Fair and Just Prosecution)
Handbook of basic principles and promising practices on Alternatives 
to Imprisonment <https://www.unodc.org/pdf/criminal_justice/Handbook_of_Basic_Principles_and
_Promising_Practices_on_Alternatives_to_Imprisonment.pdf> (United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime)
How Many Americans Are Unnecessarily Incarcerated?
<https://www.brennancenter.org/publication/how-many-americans-are-unnecessarily-incarcerated>
(Brennan Center for Justice)

https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/mgms/wp-content/uploads/sites/283/2019/01/Diversion.pdf
https://www.politico.com/states/new-york/city-hall/story/2018/02/01/manhattan-da-will-no-longer-prosecute-turnstile-jumping-229568
https://www.manhattanda.org/subway-fare-evasion-prosecutions-down-96-in-first-year-of-new-policy/
https://www.riverfronttimes.com/newsblog/2018/06/13/st-louis-will-no-longer-prosecute-marijuana-possession-under-100-grams
https://apnews.com/6f09ce3e02c7498d90a97dcd14282517
https://www.vera.org/unlocking-the-black-box-of-prosecution/for-prosecutors
https://fairandjustprosecution.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/FJPBrief.Diversion.9.26.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/pdf/criminal_justice/Handbook_of_Basic_Principles_and_Promising_Practices_on_Alternatives_to_Imprisonment.pdf
https://www.brennancenter.org/publication/how-many-americans-are-unnecessarily-incarcerated
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Stop renting jail beds to other authorities in order to reduce jail
overcrowding

In 2013, 8 in 10 jails held people, either pretrial or sentenced, for other county jails, state
prisons, or federal authorities such as the U.S. Marshals Service, the Bureau of Prisons, or
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). As a result, 22% of people held in local jails
nationwide are not under the jurisdiction of the jail in which they are incarcerated. County
jails are either required or financially incentivized to hold people under federal (such as the
U.S. Marshals Service or ICE) or state jurisdiction. However, accommodating these agencies
can pose additional burdens on county jail systems, and relying on these contracts for
revenue can backfire when, due to policy changes outside of local control, the state or federal
system’s need for jail space dwindles. 11  By stopping their practice of renting out beds,
counties have been able avoid building larger jails altogether:

Officials in Blount County (near Knoxville), Tennessee used “jail overcrowding” to
justify a proposal for jail expansion. However, a deeper analysis revealed that the
county’s jail was overcrowded in large part because it was renting space to the state
prison system. The county has now cut back on renting space to the state prison
system and is exploring other ways to reduce its jail population.

For more information on how many people your county is incarcerating for other
authorities, see:

Jail Population Held for Other Authorities <https://www.vera.org/publications/out-of-sight-growth-
of-jails-rural-america#jailPopulationHeldForOtherAuthorities> (Vera Institute of Justice)

Ensuring people are not sent to jail for technical violations of
probation and parole

Probation and parole impose conditions that make it difficult for people to succeed, and
therefore end up channeling people into prisons and jails. People on probation and parole are
often subject to intense surveillance and a long list of restrictions that, if not met, can land
them in jail. In fact, the leading reason for revocation of probation and parole is not new
crimes, but technical violations, such as being out past curfew, testing positive for drug
usage, or traveling to another state without permission. Every year, 350,000 people,
disproportionately people of color, have their probation or parole revoked. Some counties
have found that as many as 14% of people booked into their jails are there for technical
violations.

https://storage.googleapis.com/vera-web-assets/downloads/Publications/out-of-sight-growth-of-jails-rural-america/legacy_downloads/out-of-sight-growth-of-jails-rural-america.pdf
https://greenecountymo.gov/files/PDF/file.pdf?id=31098%23page=44
https://www.vera.org/in-our-backyards-stories/glades-county-more-than-a-jail
http://www.kentuckynewera.com/news/ap/article_1200435c-99e3-11e8-b074-d71c864ad0e7.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-08/kentucky-county-flirts-with-bankruptcy-as-jail-holds-it-prisoner
https://www.thedailytimes.com/news/state-to-move-blount-county-prisoners-to-other-facilities/article_55e42b5c-89b8-5ade-b059-3228ae0c60e9.html
https://www.vera.org/publications/out-of-sight-growth-of-jails-rural-america%23jailPopulationHeldForOtherAuthorities
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/22746/413174-Examining-Racial-and-Ethnic-Disparities-in-Probation-Revocation.PDF
https://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/assets/2018/09/probation_and_parole_systems_marked_by_high_stakes_missed_opportunities_pew.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/alfresco/publication-pdfs/2000903-Local-Justice-Reinvestment-Strategies-Outcomes-and-Keys-to-Success.pdf
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Every year, 350,000 people have their
probation or parole revoked.

In some states, counties have authority over felony and or misdemeanor probation. And in all
states, county jails end up carrying the
consequences of state decisions on the
revocation of probation and parole. Counties
can reduce their jail populations by:

Not sending people under their jurisdiction to jail for technical violations: Instead,
counties should determine what caused the individual to violate the terms of their
probation and address the underlying issue.
Ensuring that county probation, state probation, and state parole offices are making it
their priority to help people under community supervision succeed in the
community.

Some counties and states around the country have gradually started reforming their probation
and parole systems.

In 2017, Louisiana passed legislation that decreased the number of technical violation
revocations by 53% and the average length of stay for revocations by 31%. The
legislation banned the use of jail as a sanction for 1st and 2nd low-level probation and
parole violations, capped the length of jail time for violations, and expanded the pool
of violations for which officers can respond with administrative sanctions.

For more information:

Toward an Approach to Community Corrections for the 21st Century: Consensus Document of the
Executive Session on Community Corrections
<https://www.hks.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/centers/wiener/programs/pcj/files/Consensus_Final2.pdf>
(Harvard Kennedy School Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management)
Too big to succeed: The impact of the growth of community corrections and what should be done
about it
<https://justicelab.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/Too_Big_to_Succeed_Report_FINAL.pdf>
(Columbia University Justice Lab)
Rethinking the Use of Community Supervision
<https://robinainstitute.umn.edu/publications/rethinking-use-community-supervision>(Cecelia
Klingele, Robina Institute of Criminal Law and Criminal Justice)

Conclusion

Before beginning the long, expensive process of building a new jail, counties must take a
critical look at who they are incarcerating and why. Using this report as a guide, counties will
likely find that most people incarcerated in their local jail do not need to be incarcerated and
would be better served in the community, allowing the county to avoid the costly and
harmful route of jail expansion altogether.

https://web.archive.org/web/20190508012538/https://doc.louisiana.gov/media/1/Justice%20Reinvestment%20Task%20Force/la_final.package.summary_2017-6-7_final.pdf
http://gov.louisiana.gov/assets/docs/JRI/LA_JRI_Annual_Report_FINAL.PDF
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/centers/wiener/programs/pcj/files/Consensus_Final2.pdf
https://justicelab.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/Too_Big_to_Succeed_Report_FINAL.pdf
https://robinainstitute.umn.edu/publications/rethinking-use-community-supervision
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Footnotes

1. When assessing the need for a new jail, counties often
rely on future jail population projections, which are often
based on projections of overall county population
growth, and assume no change to current offense
patterns or practices in law enforcement, prosecution,
and sentencing. Such projections can be unreliable, and
may overstate the county’s true jail needs, especially if
the county implements reforms to reduce the jail
population before expanding jail capacity.  

2. The U.S. federal government outlawed debtor’s prisons
nearly 200 years ago. In 1970, the Supreme Court ruled
that extending a maximum prison term because a person
is too poor to pay fines or court costs violates the right to
equal protection under Fourteenth Amendment in
Williams v. Illinois. And, in the 1983 case Bearden v.
Georgia, the Supreme Court ruled local government
cannot imprison or jail someone for not paying a fine
unless it can be shown through a hearing that the person
in question could have paid it but “willfully” chose not
to do so.  

https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/jailsovertime.html
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/incomejails.html
https://www.prisonersofthecensus.org/
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/phones/
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/visitation/
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports/correctionalcontrol2018.html
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/phones/state_of_phone_justice.html
http://www.safetyandjusticechallenge.org/
https://www.crj.org/assets/2017/07/16_The_Challenge_of_Jail_Population_Projection.pdf
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3. Data collected 2002-2003 and 2005-2006 revealed that
14.5% of males and 31.0% of females in jails have a
current serious mental illness. In contrast, 3.2% of men
and 4.9% of women in the general population have a
diagnosable serious mental illness.  

4. Only one third of people in jail experiencing serious
psychological distress receive appropriate treatment.
Similarly, research has shown that only a quarter of
people only a quarter of people in jail with substance use
disorders received treatment.  

5. Research has shown that incarceration can be
counterproductive and increase the frequency and
severity of recidivism. For more information, see:

Mueller-Smith, Michael. “The Criminal and
Labor Market Impacts of Incarceration”
Leslie, Emily and Nolan G. Pope. The
Unintended Impact of Pretrial Detention on Case
Outcomes: Evidence from New York City
Arraignments
“The Hidden Costs of Pretrial Detention”
Lowenkamp, Christopher, Marie VanNostrand,
and Alexander Holsinger

 

6. New York, New Jersey, and Philadelphia all increased
their use of pretrial release without significant increases
in crime or non-appearance rates:

Aurelie Ouss and Megan T. Stevenson,
“Evaluating the Impacts of Eliminating
Prosecutorial Requests for Cash Bail
New Jersey Judiciary, Report to the Governor
and the Legislature

Aubrey Fox and Stephen Koppel Pretrial
Release Without Money: New York City, 1987-
2018

 

7. The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights
outlined six principles that can mitigate the harms of risk
assessments. For example, risk assessments should not
recommend detention. Pretrial risk assessment
instruments, if used at all, should only identify groups of
people to be released immediately. Anyone deemed
ineligible for immediate release should have an
individualized pretrial release hearing as soon as
possible.  

8. For more information on Washington, DC’s outcomes,
see: Pretrial Services Agency for the District of
Columbia’s Congressional Budget Request  

9. Due to racial profiling and the excessive policing of
communities of color, people of color, especially Black
Americans, are disproportionately impacted by fines and
fees. This is especially damaging, as people of color tend
to have lower levels of income and wealth compared to
white people, and are therefore less likely to be able to
pay fines and fees.  

10. While this legislation is a step in the right direction,
Texas must take further action to reduce the number of
people incarcerated for the inability to pay criminal
justice debt. The legislation encourages judges to use
alternatives to jail, but does not require it. Many judges
still sentence people to jail time for unpaid fines and
fees. In 2018, hundreds of thousands of people were still
incarcerated for not paying fines and fees.  

11. The Vera Institute of Justice explains the risks to
counties that depend on contract beds: “Jails confront
similar financial incentives [to private prisons] when
they are reimbursed for people they hold for other
agencies, especially when they are under-resourced. And
when the state and feds send fewer people, local
taxpayers are on the hook for the budget shortfall, while
the availability of more jail beds invites the specter of
unnecessary pretrial detention.”  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19487344
https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/mental-illness.shtml
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/imhprpji1112.pdf
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/dudaspji0709.pdf
https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/mgms/wp-content/uploads/sites/283/2015/09/incar.pdf
http://econweb.umd.edu/~pope/pretrial_paper.pdf
https://craftmediabucket.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/PDFs/LJAF_Report_hidden-costs_FNL.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3335138
https://njcourts.gov/courts/assets/criminal/2018cjrannual.pdf?c=taP
https://university.pretrial.org/HigherLogic/System/DownloadDocumentFile.ashx?DocumentFileKey=15ad6f0e-b18c-d8d8-ec60-156090d88968&forceDialog=0
http://civilrightsdocs.info/pdf/criminal-justice/Pretrial-Risk-Assessment-Full.pdf
https://www.psa.gov/sites/default/files/FY2020%20PSA%20Congressional%20Budget%20Justification.pdf
https://features.propublica.org/walking-while-black/jacksonville-pedestrian-violations-racial-profiling/
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/ct-chicago-bike-tickets-minorities-0319-20170317-story.html
https://www.usccr.gov/pubs/2017/Statutory_Enforcement_Report2017.pdf
https://www.lccr.com/wp-content/uploads/LCCR-Report-Paying-More-for-Being-Poor-May-2017.pdf
https://inequality.org/facts/racial-inequality/
http://gritsforbreakfast.blogspot.com/2018/11/build-on-momentum-to-end-texas-debtors.html?utm_source=feedblitz&utm_medium=FeedBlitzEmail&utm_content=79553&utm_campaign=0
https://www.motherjones.com/crime-justice/2019/04/texas-asked-judges-to-stop-throwing-people-in-jail-for-unpaid-parking-tickets-they-didnt-listen/
https://www.vera.org/blog/understanding-jail-growth-in-rural-america

